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Using Integrated Visual Design
to Resolve Resource Management Conflicts

Peter Rennie, R.P.F., Landscape Forester
Ministry of Forests - Kamloops Forest Region

515 Columbia Street, Kamloops, British Columbia, V2C 2T7
Phone: (250) 828-4175   Fax: (250) 828-4154   E-mail: Peter.Rennie@gems5.gov.bc.ca

Presentation Outline

� Background:  challenge of integrating forest values at an operational scale
� IVD Process:  creating a design that “fits” the landscape
� Bear Lake Case Study:  applying the process
� Concluding Thoughts:  benefits, costs and challenges

Background

Historical Approaches to Forest Management:
� Primary objectives: timber production and forest protection
� Key considerations: efficiency and utility, but not aesthetics
� Planning process: engineering and science-based, with limited direct public input
� Forest users: fewer in number and more dispersed

Current Approaches to Forest Management:
� Objectives/strategies: more ecosystem-based (balance with extractive objectives) 
� Key considerations: include broader social values such as aesthetics, conservation...
� Planning process: greater and more direct public participation
� Forest users: greater numbers; more diverse

Balancing Values at an Operational Level:
� Economics: timber harvesting - location, design and scheduling
� Environment: ecosystem structure and pattern; soil and water protection, specific habitat

requirements
� Social: aesthetics; conservation, recreation, cultural and heritage values
� Other forest uses: FN, botanical, public / commercial recreation, water, trapping…

We must look beyond the influence of the cutblock and cutting permit, to ensure that all values
are integrated across the landscape and through time.

Filling the Planning Gap:
� Higher Level Plans: broad objectives, strategies, zones
� Landscape Unit Plans: more detailed zoning, resource guidelines, habitat modelling

----------GAP-----------
� Forest Development Plans: five year harvest plan (what about the next 95 years??)



� Integrated Visual Designs / Total Resource Plans: can fill the gap between broad, strategic
direction and short term operational plans

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
IVD Process

� Similar to Total Resource Planning
process.

� Operational Scale: about 500 to 5,000 ha
� Visual design is considered during each

step, not near the end of the process.
� Simulation tools are used to view the

design in 3 and 4 dimensions.
� Can be applied anywhere, but particularly

in visually sensitive areas.
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Step 1:  Define Objectives:
� Objectives provide targets for the outcome of the
� Objectives may come from:

� legislation
� higher level plans
� site inventory and assessment
� Need measurable criteria: whether quantitativ

water quality…)

Step 2:  Gather Resource Information:
� Site Factors: soils, water, forest types, slope stabi
� Ecological Factors: wildlife habitat/use, rare/enda

history...
� Visual Landscape Factors: visual sensitivity, key 
� Management Factors: insects and disease, silvicu

access, previous harvesting...
Objectives
Inventory
Analysis
Design Concept
Final Design
Documentation and Approval
Implementation
Monitoring and Revision
 design.

e (timber, range…) or qualitative (visual,

lity, archaeology…
ngered species, natural disturbance

viewpoints, key features...
ltural systems, recreation opportunities,
Step 3: Resource Analysis:
� Opportunities and constraints to development
� May include operability, site productivity, FENs,

slope stability, riparian, habitat...
� Visual analysis: provides a natural framework for

the design
� Landform analysis (visual force lines)
� Land feature analysis (surface patterns)



Step 4: Design Concept:
� Location, shape and scale of units is guided

by visual analysis and
opportunities/constraints.
Step 5: Final Design:
� Design of units is refined based on 2D and

3D views.
� Silvicultural systems are assigned.
� Scheduling of activities is worked out.
� Show/describe design as it evolves over

time.
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       Pass 2            Pass 3 Pass 4

Step 6: Documentation and Approval:
� Document all steps in the design process.
� Show the analysis and design in 2D (map), 3D (perspective) and 4D (passes over time).
� Approval may involve public groups as well as MOF and other agencies - clear visual

presentation is critical to understanding.
� Photographs and simulations provide benchmarks for monitoring.

Step 7: Implementation:
� IVD becomes operational extension of any HLPs.
� First phase of IVD is incorporated into FDP.
� Silviculture Prescriptions will refine stand-level objectives and strategies.

Step 8: Monitoring:
� Framework of the design is robust, but flexible.
� Natural disturbances, new information, etc. may result in fine-tuning over time.
� Results compared to objectives - feedback loop.

Bear Lake Integrated Visual Design

Bear Lake:
� Located west of Kelowna at 3,800 m.
� Plan area is a 1,600 ha viewshed around lake.
� B class lake within 2 community watersheds.
� Retention VQO, rec site and fishing camp.
� Small Business area - need to define a viable first pass and sustain harvesting over time.

Pass 1
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Key Viewpoint A:
� View southeast to study area from dam site at north end.
� This large open area receives heavy day use.

Key Viewpoint B:
� View east to study area from recreation site.
� Receives heavy use during summer months.

Note steep rocky areas and natural openings (good visual absorption).

Key Viewpoint C:
� View east to study area from UREP.
� Seldom-used area at present.
� Good viewpoint for designing.

Key Viewpoint D:
� View northeast to study area from south end.
� This viewpoint used to launch cartoppers.
� North end of lake and low areas are screened.

Resource Objectives:
� Sources: from LRMP, FPC, district consultation.
� Timber:  optimize harvest opportunities.



� Visual: Retention VQO in visual areas; Modification in non-visual areas.
� Fish/Wildlife: protect stream and lakeshore habitat; maintain moose winter range habitat.
� Water: maintain water quality and storage capability for downstream users.
� Recreation/Tourism: maintain a natural-roaded environment for fishing/camping.
Inventory:

Natural Disturbance Types.
� NDT 3: stand-initiating fires; even-aged

stands; aggregated units w. patch retention
� NDT 4: stand-maintaining fires; old mixed

stands; partial cutting and smaller dispersed
units.
Terrain

Site Productivity
Visuals.
� Viewshed from viewpoint B (recreation

site)
Visual Quality Objective (VQO) of Retention

Terrain.
� Terrain Hazard (class 4 and 5)
� Steep slopes generally over 60%

Site Productivity.
� Non-productive sites
� Low and poor sites
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Riparian.
� Riparian and lakeshore management zones (Class B)
� Community watershed boundaries

Analysis:  Opportunities and Constraints.
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Analysis:  Opportunities and Constraints.
� View as seen from rec site
� Terrain hazard class 4 and 5
� NP, low and poor sites
� Riparian management areas

Visual Analysis:
� Land Feature Analysis (surface characteristics)
� Visual patterns express underlying processes (soils, drainage, climate, natural disturbances,

edges…)

Second Pass:
� Olive green blocks
� Primarily Pl (Fd)
� Modelled as selection - will be Patch and CC with reserves

Visual Analysis:
� Landform Analysis (visual force lines)
� Defines 3D form of the landscape
Arrows follow ridges and draws

Harvest Design:
� Units arranged in 5 pass system
� Variety of unit shapes and sizes
� Variety of silvicultural systems used

First Pass:
� Yellow blocks
� Mixed stands of Fd and Pl
modelled as Selection - will actually be
Sel, Patch, and CC with reserves
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Fifth Pass:
� Remaining 3 passes shown
� Not as visible as passes 1 & 2
� Located on plateau and low areas

First Pass Summary:
� Area: 122 ha
� Volume:  24,416 m3

Benefits of Integrated Visual Design:
� Integration: is able to accommodate a wide range of resource values (not just visual).
� Structured Process: analyzes the landscape and uses this as a framework for design.
� Visual Component: present throughout the process.
� Permanence: final design is based on long term and permanent features of the landscape.
� Third Dimension: perspective presentation enables far greater understanding of the design.
� Flexibility:  design is flexible to changing conditions and information

Costs of Integrated Visual Design:
� Planning: more time and effort may be required up front for data collection, analysis and

design and public / agency review prior to first pass harvest.
� Technology: more GIS / simulation tools are needed to show relationship between plan and

perspective.
� Layout: irregular boundaries may take more time, but GPS may offset this concern.
� Harvest Systems: harvest costs may increase to accommodate more diverse unit

configurations and silvicultural systems (partial cuts, patch cuts, leave tree strategies…)

Challenges in Applying IVD:
� Long term thinking is needed: to consider forest structure and activities over 80 or 100 years

rather than 5 or 10 years.
� Larger perspective: have to take a step back from the cutblock and look at the context.
� Legislation:  focus is on short term planning and cut control at operational level.
� Familiarity with new tools: the “voodoo” of working in perspective, analyzing landforms and

features.
� Layout and harvest methods: implications of more irregular shapes and leave tree strategies.

Cutblock Species (%) Area
(ha)

Volume
(m3)

Silvicultural System Harvest System

1A Pl-90/Fd-10 39 9,485 CC-res (10% Fd) GB
1B Pl-100 19 4,620 Patch (leave any Fd) GB
1C Fd-100 5 798 Sel (45% removal) Aerial
2 Pl-75/Fd-25 59 9,513 CC-res (10% Fd) GB w. Cable
Total 122 24,416
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Final Thoughts

“The landscape we see is not a picture frozen in time only to be cherished and protected.
Rather it is the continuing story of the earth itself where man, in concert with nature, shapes and
reshapes the ever-changing picture which we see.  In it we may read the hopes and priorities, the
ambitions and errors, the craft and creativity of those who went before us.  We must never forget
that tomorrow it will reflect with brutal honesty the visions, values and endeavours of our own
time, to those who follow us.”



Forest Certification and Aesthetics:
Proposed Criteria and Indicators for Visible Stewardship

Dr. Stephen Sheppard
Associate Professor, Department of Forest Resources Management and Landscape Architecture

Program, University of British Columbia
2nd Floor, Forest Sciences Centre, 2045-2424 Main Mall, University of British Columbia

Vancouver, British Columbia, V6T 1Z4
Phone:  (604) 822-6582   Fax:  (604) 822-9106   Email:  shep@interchg.ubc.ca

Overview

� Why certify forests for aesthetics?
� How does certification deal with aesthetics now?
� How might certification incorporate aesthetics?
� Recommendations on aesthetic criteria and indicators: “visible stewardship”
� What do we conclude?
Why Certify Forests For Aesthetics?

� Motherhood & apple pie: a fundamental forest
resource/social benefit

� Pragmatism: what happens when the public hates the
look of a Certified Sustainable Forest?
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Linking Sustainability to Aesthetics: Do People Prefer Sustainable Landscapes?
Peter Wall Institute
Exploratory  Workshop
University of British Columbia, 
February 23-27, 1999

Some Workshop Findings

� Pragmatics: social indicators of sustainability (including aesthetics) are weakly represented in
certification systems, relative to ecological indicators

� Fundamentals: not all indicators of ecological sustainability are visible
� if it is good, it may not look good
� if it is bad, it may not look bad

ISO9000 Certification Brazil

mailto:shep@interchg.ubc.ca
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            Examples of Sustainability/ Aesthetics Relations

Large scale “naturalistic” or “messy” disturbance: more sustainable, less aesthetic

The forest ravaged: poor environmental     Looks good, is good: restored
practice and high visual impact            Ponderosa pine forest

Lake Tahoe: High scenic quality, poor    The forest visibly in poor health
                     forest health
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Arrow Forest District survey results - Do you agree with the following statements?:

“If it looks bad, it is ecologically bad” “If it is well managed ecologically, aesthetic     
    values are protected”

DFO Best Practice          Design for Ecological and Spiritual Values

Possible Consequences of Ignoring Aesthetics in Certification

� Assessments biased by implicit aesthetic judgements?
� Managers of certified forests lulled into false sense of security
� Lack of public support for sustainable practices
� Good forestry has to be hidden from view
� Fodder for the ENGOs’ media campaigns
� Non-timber economic opportunities forestalled
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Protecting Non-Timber Economic Values

� Tourism:
� 83% of surveyed Vancouver Island tourist operators consider landscape viewing an

essential component of their products (Clover Point Cartographics, 1997) 
� designated Scenic Byways generate $30-35,000 per mile from non-residents each

year (FHWA, 1990)
� Property Values: eg. Scottsdale wildfire led to 25%-40% drop in property values based on

change in the view (Iverson, 1997)

Quality of life: eg. health benefits of naturalistic wooded surroundings and roadside scenery
(Ulrich, 1997)

How Does Certification Deal with Aesthetics Now?

� Review of selected certification systems
� The few existing precedents for certifying aesthetic management
� Speculation on why aesthetics is so weakly represented

Criteria of Sustainability (adapted from Burley, 2000)

� Biodiversity (species diversity, landscape diversity)
� Productivity (of the ecosystem)
� Soil conservation (including erosion and natural hazards)
� Water conservation (including water quantity and water quality

The Industrial Landscape The Landscape As Message

Figure 3. Skin
conductance (SCR) during
recovery from stress.
(Ulrich and Simons, 1986)

Figure 4. Muscle tension
(EMG) during recovery
from stress. (Ulrich and
Simons, 1986)
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� Forest ecosystem health and vitality (ecosystem functioning)
� Contribution to global ecological cycles
� Ability of the forest ecosystem to fulfil socio-economic functions

The Forest Stewardship Council International Principles and Criteria:

Principle #1: Compliance with Laws and FSC Principles
Principle #2: Tenure and Use Rights and Responsibilities
Principle #3: Indigenous Peoples’ Rights
Principle #4: Community Relations and Workers’ Rights: Forest management operations shall 

maintain or enhance the long term social and economic well being of forest workers and 
local communities.

Principle #5: Benefits From the Forest: Forest management operations shall encourage the 
efficient use of the forest’s multiple products and services to ensure economic viability 
and a wide range of environmental and social benefits.

Principle #6: Environmental Impact
Principle #7: Management Plan
Principle #8: Monitoring and Assessment: Monitoring shall be conducted appropriate to the scale 

and intensity of forest management to assess the condition of the forest, yields of forest 
products, chain of custody, management activities and their social and environmental 
impacts.

Principle #9: Maintienance of Natural Forests: Primarily forests, well developed secondary 
forests and sites of major environmental, social or cultural significance shall be 
conserved. Such areas shall not be replaced by tree plantations or other land uses.

Principle #10: Plantations: Plantations shall be planned and managed in accordance with 
Principles and Criteria 1 to 9, and Principle 10 and its criteria.  While plantations can 
provide an array of social and economic benefits and can contribute to satisfying the 
world’s need for forest products, they should complement the management of, reduce 
pressures on, and promote the restoration and conservation of natural forests.



Burley (2000), p. 97:

“for some criteria, no good quantitative indicators have yet been developed particularly for social
benefits; aesthetic issues…. have not been considered seriously in any of the international
processes.”

A place for aesthetics in Certification?

       Source of Criteria and Indicators Visual/Aesthetic C/I’s Mentioned

Helsinki Process No
Montreal Process No
ISO 14000 No
Canadian Standards Association No
FSC International No
FSC Pacific Northwest No
Smartwood BC No
FSC UK Yes
UK Forestry Standard Yes

Socio-economic indicators of sustainability (adapted from Burley, 2000)

� Cultural, social and spiritual needs and values
� area and % of forest managed for cultural needs
� non-consumptive-use of forest values
� area and % of forest used for supporting local employment

� Participation among stakeholders
Other precedents (adapted from Burley, 2000)

CIFOR (1998) “best bets” on social indicators include:
� a means of conflict resolution
� equitable benefit sharing
� children educated about natural resource

management
� indigenous people maintain spiritual links to the

land and their familiar landscape features
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Criteria from the UK Forestry Standard, 1998

� Forest soil condition
� Water quality, yield , and discharge patterns
� Net carbon sequestration and air pollution
� Timber and wood production
� Nature conservation in and around forests
� Forest workforce competence and safety
� Social use and participation in sustainable forest management
� Historic, cultural, and aesthetic use of forests
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Cultural & Aesthetic Use Indicators- The UK Forestry Standard, 1998 - (adapted from Burley, 2000)

National Level:
� The conduct of surveys and registers of ancient monuments
� Reporting on damage to ancient monuments
� The determination of woodland aspects of countryside character and landscape assessments
� The completion of survey reports for special areas such as National Parks

Forest Management Unit Level:
� Important sites are clearly recorded
� Sound principles for integrating archaeological sites in woodland are adopted
� Archaeological sites are protected and damage avoided
� Landscape principles of forest design are used
� Cultural and historical character is considered

Findings on aesthetics in certification to date

� Usually missing or not explicitly addressed
� Inconsistently applied within particular certification systems
� Few precedents are available
� Visual resource management and perception survey techniques not used

Why are aesthetic criteria so weak?

� Lack of training in certifiers
� Culture of hard science as the only real science
� Exclusion/ignorance of other trained disciplines

VRM means VOODOO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

How Might Certification Incorporate Aesthetics?

� Relevant policy/cultural context (BC)
� Precedents from other criteria and indicators
� Principles from VRM

Forest Practices Board Review of the FDP Process

Highlights:
� Manage the full range of resources 
� Need earlier and more effective public involvement, with more inclusive, respectful

processes  
� Need more transparency of the process (show the influence of public input)

Types of C & I’s

� Intent-based: often vague expressions of general goals
� Procedural: are the following tasks carried out?
� Performance-based: are the desired levels of sustainability indicators achieved?
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Possible intent-based C&Is

� Respect aesthetic and spiritual values
� Take into account natural landscape features
� Minimize impacts on scenery-related use values, eg. tourism

What Aesthetic Criteria and Indicators Do We Recommend?

� Principles of visible stewardship

Premise: We find aesthetic those landscapes which clearly show people’s care for and
attachment to a particular place

Implication: Forest management will not be perceived as good forestry if it fails to express an
obvious and sustained commitment of real people to the places under their control.

     Business As Usual        Visible Stewardship

Visible stewardship principles

� Design to look sensitive: landscape as message: “cues to care”
� Keep forestry continuously visible
� Specific individuals prominent in the community, charged with long-term responsibilities for

landscape management

Possible procedural C&Is:

� Landscape design/VR assessment procedure in place
� Public input on visual sensitivity/aesthetic issues obtained
� Evaluation of VQO compliance
� Visualization used to communicate future forest conditions
� Qualified landscape foresters/ landscape architects employed

Possible performance-based C&Is

� Meet VQOs
� Achieve natural appearance
� Achieve socially acceptable appearance
� Maintain satisfactory recreational experiences



� Local people involved in an inclusive planning/learning process

Example: Timfor’s coastal operation, seen from
Knight Inlet a certified sustainable landscape:

� 60%+ slopes
� 60% BAR
� Meets VQOs
� Eco-tourists happy
� Cheaper than heli-logging

View from a landing: 5 to 12 meter radial strips,
with thinning between strips
“Timfor CTRS (Contractors):
Selective logging, changing with our
Forests. Call Inlet”.

Visually acceptable patterns
Different patterns under
standard FPC application
115
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“Pillsbury Doughboy”

Ecological and visual timescales
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Shelterwood strip-harvesting over 80 years - Alex Fraser Research Forest
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Back to the front-country

Areas like this (seen from Slocan City) contain
about one third of the merchantable timber in the
Lemon Landscape Unit.
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rrow Survey Results on Visuals

 Accept some visual change in front-country            More landscape design should be applied to
f reducing ecological impacts in back-country                         forest management
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Ringrose Face (Retention VQO), seen from road to Valhalla Park.

CALP Simulation

What Do We Conclude?

� Most current certification systems deal inadequately with aesthetics/public perceptions
� More robust, specific, and meaningful aesthetic criteria/indicators would help avoid conflicts

and improve learning
� Visible stewardship principles should be tested in practice and considered in certification

processes

Broaden our perspectives, look to the future
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“Making the Working Forest Work in the Bigger Picture”
“Looking at the Trees and Beyond”

Brian Zak, RPF
President, Coast Forest and Lumber Association

1100 – 555 Burrard Street, Vancouver, British Columbia, V7X 1S7
Phone:  604) 891-12378    Fax:  (604) 682-8641    Email:  zak@cfla.org

Good morning ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to be here to be able to share some of my
thoughts relative to visual resource management. I was intrigued by the overall theme of the
conference, “Looking Beyond the Trees” and even more so with the concept of  “Visual
Stewardship of the Working Forest”. 

The words “looking” and “visual” indicate to me that when planners are designing visual options
that they indeed are hoping to create a “pleasing” picture. I borrowed a quote from Jim Unger,
the creator of Herman, which I think captures the possible objectives of visual resource
management. 

“The artist, knowing that beauty is perceived in the eye of the beholder, strives by whatever
means, to broaden the perception of others in the hope that they will share his joy.”

- Jim Unger, from The Second Herman Treasury

But before I share my thoughts on visual resource management, I think it is worthwhile to take a
few minutes to give you an overview of the forest industry from a coastal vantage point. Then I
will briefly talk about visual resource management and some of my thoughts as to why we are
where we are today. Finally I will toss out some challenges to you because I truly believe some
of the existing approaches to forest policy, including visual rules, have to change and change
significantly in the “working forest.” This approach will hopefully allow you to better understand
where I am coming from within the context of “Making the Working Forest Work in the Bigger
Picture.”

And just maybe it will help us collectively focus on just exactly what this “big picture” might
look like. It all comes down to personal likes and dislikes.
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Now lets start with the current health of the Coast Forest Industry.

The coast continues to be in the spotlight and seemingly only target for environmental groups in
our domestic and international markets. There may be a temporary truce in the Central Coast, but
I assure you the devil is in the detail and it appears the detail is open-ended for at least the next
two years. The track record of environmental groups on “staying in the tent” on land use
agreements has not been unblemished but this deal will now test their accountability and
commitment at the global levels.  (Last week Forest Action Network not in the tent.) 

The Central Coast agreement may appease certain groups for the short term but I am cautious in
my optimism remembering UBC’s Fred Bunnell’s, ominous prediction sometime ago. He said
regardless of what we do, and how much we change, we will continue to have protests in BC to
halt logging until the last tree is protected, because we have too many trees and too much old
growth relative to most other parts of the world.  I hope he is proven wrong.

These escalating demands for protected areas and escalating demands on the remaining
“working” forest have resulted in a falling Allowable Annual Cut (AAC). In the last decade the
coastal AAC has dropped by 24 percent and the crown timber harvest has dropped even more.

Escalating costs in all aspects of our business have made the coast the highest cost producer of
fibre in the world. The 85 percent increase in costs over the last eight years could not be
sustained by any business.

Inadequate return on capital employed has led to chronically inadequate investment resulting in
declining employment opportunities, uncertainty in forest dependent communities and a
weakened provincial economy.

To be blunt the BC Coast is in serious economic crisis.  Unless we make some reasoned and
radical repairs we will continue to falter with an ailing forest sector and a weak provincial
economy. The repairs include replacing our pricing system with one that is market responsive,
modernizing our rules of practice, and re-configuring our industry to match market place
demands.

The slide depiction is not too far off when trying to describe the
direction of British Columbia’s Coastal forest sector in the short
term. We are facing and attempting to deal with problems of crisis
proportions.

We continue to have a near fatal economy in our key Japanese
market, and a demand for dry versus green product for our major
coastal species – hemlock.

We continue to have to deal with the US market place or lack there
of with the recent expiry of the Softwood Lumber Agreement.
Earlier this month the US Coalition Lobby demanded that the US
Commerce Department impose in excess of 70 percent in duties
through countervail and anti-dumping measures.
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You might be wondering why I am talking about economics, protected areas and the like, when
the theme of this conference is visual stewardship of the “working forest”.  There is no direct
linkage, right?

Nothing could be further from the truth. Public policy in the last decade has been a reactive
response to multiple demands on forests. The outcomes, including visual resource management
requirements, have resulted in a significant increase in areas protected from timber harvesting
and a mind set, that the so called remaining “working forest”, must provide a basket of products,
including as an afterthought, timber from every hectare of land. 

The announced Central Coast framework agreement for instance, has put in motion the full
protection of 600,000 hectares, with an option to protect another 537,000 hectares – “eminent
scientists will determine what logging if any will take place”. In addition, special visual quality
objectives for forest harvesting have been assigned in the interim to another 190,000 plus
hectares.

This approach has provided opportunities to manage visual rules as we currently do, but as
already noted, over time it has led to reduced timber supply and in some cases net timber values
have been entirely eliminated. These results suggest there is an urgent need to seriously question
the current approach in managing forest and non-forest resources on our forest lands in the
“working forest”.

Protected Area Strategy (PAS)Protected Area Strategy (PAS)

�� Target Set to Protect 12% of ProvinceTarget Set to Protect 12% of Province

�� How Close to Target Are We on The Coast?How Close to Target Are We on The Coast?

�� All Areas in HectaresAll Areas in Hectares    Total   Total ProtectedProtected PercentPercent

Central CoastCentral Coast   4,731,600  4,731,600    522,300   522,300    11.0   11.0
Kalum Kalum SouthSouth   2,250,400  2,250,400    400,300   400,300    17.8   17.8
Lower MainlandLower Mainland   4,187,800  4,187,800    577,900   577,900    13.8   13.8
North CoastNorth Coast   1,756,200  1,756,200      52,800     52,800      3.0     3.0
Queen CharlottesQueen Charlottes    1,006,700 1,006,700    226,600   226,600    22.5   22.5
Vancouver Island(s)Vancouver Island(s)    3,416,700 3,416,700    442,400   442,400    13.0   13.0

Total Coast Land BaseTotal Coast Land Base 17,349,40017,349,400 2,222,3002,222,300    12.8   12.8

Private Managed Forest LandPrivate Managed Forest Land      667,500     667,500

16,681,90016,681,900    13.3   13.3
Source:  LUCO - Area Protected by Planning AreaSource:  LUCO - Area Protected by Planning Area

workingforest04 01workingfores t040 1

workingfores t040 1workingforest04 01                   C oas t F ores t & L umbe r As s oc iationC oas t F ores t & L umber A s s ociation

Coast Protected Areas In PerspectiveCoast Protected Areas In Perspective
More than 13 percent of Coast Crown land permanently protectedMore than 13 percent of Coast Crown land permanently protected

Total of 2.2 Million Hectares Protected (excludes SMZs)

Coast Protected Area Represents an area that is equivalent to:

• almost 4 times the size of Prince Edward Island, or
• over 40% of the total Nova Scotia land base, or
• more than double the area of the Queen Charlotte Islands, or
• approximately 65% of Vancouver (and Gulf) Islands, or
• over 50% of Switzerland’s land area, or
• over 25% of the entire land area of Austria.

workingfore s t0401workingfore s t0401                   C oas t F ore s t & L umbe r As s ociationC oas t F ores t &  L umbe r A s s ociation

Crown Forest Land Area Available forCrown Forest Land Area Available for
Commercial ForestryCommercial Forestry

“Working Forest” Area not Defined or Protected“Working Forest” Area not Defined or Protected

“Working Forest” Currently at 17.2% and still shrinking“Working Forest” Currently at 17.2% and still shrinking

Coast TSA & TFL Area (hectares)Coast TSA & TFL Area (hectares)

Total Land BaseTotal Land Base 14,444,60014,444,600

Total Productive ForestTotal Productive Forest   6,827,100  6,827,100

Timber Harvesting Land BaseTimber Harvesting Land Base   2,988,400  2,988,400

THLB as a % of Total CoastTHLB as a % of Total Coast        17.2       17.2

Source:  TSR I summariesSource:  TSR I summaries

Note:  a recent SMZ Working Group report indicates that overall, about 15% of the THLBNote:  a recent SMZ Working Group report indicates that overall, about 15% of the THLB
within approved land use plans is in within approved land use plans is in SMZsSMZs

I think it’s worth a few minutes to reflect where we are
relative to protected areas and working forests on the coast.
Before the Central Coast announcement, the coast had
already overachieved on the 12 percent PAS provincial
target. We have set aside over 2.2 million hectares or 13.3
percent of our Coastal land base in protected areas.

With the added areas of the Central Coast initiative,
protected areas will at a minimum increase to 2.8 million
hectares or 16.7 percent. If the option areas are deemed
“off-limits”, the Coastal protected area could increase to
3.3 million hectares, or over 20 percent, and growing. To
put the scale of protected areas on the coast into
perspective, again excluding areas proposed in the Central
Coast have a look at the next slide …

In contrast, the coast “working forest”, which I equate to
the timber harvesting land base the chief forester utilized to
determine the last round of AAC’s, is just under 3 million
hectares, or 17 percent of the land base, and shrinking.

We must have a clear understanding as to what we mean
when we talk about the “working forest”. What does it
mean to most people?  Who and what is it working for?
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B lank s lide
Or more importantly is it working? Some of you may recall
that a few years ago the chief forester directed Ministry of
Forests staff to review the visual resource management rules.
The objective was to get a 2 per cent timber supply “buy
back” to ensure the Forest Practices Code impact across the
province was limited to 6 per cent. Did the process work? In
talking to some field foresters the response I got was it did
not. Yes there were reviews and changes to scenic areas and
visual classes, but overall when push came to shove, on the
ground, we got back …..…

Some would respond by saying so what. We do not have to
concern ourselves with impacts on timber supply or the
health of the forest industry - tourism and high tech are
growing and will soon replace the forest industry as the
economic engine of the province.
I do not think I have to spend a lot of time talking about high
tech and the fate of dot.com wonders, NASDAQ
performance of late speaks for itself. I understand Bill Gate’s
net worth dropped $39 billion in the last few weeks.
22

hen it comes to tourism there are some myths that we have to get our heads around as to why
e are practicing visual resource management to the degree we are in many parts of the coast,
articularly in the working forest.

 recent Vancouver Sun article titled “Province’s Tourism Operators Brace for Sluggish
rowth” should sound warning bells. COTA president Kevin Walker noted the tourism industry

s fragile now with a few exceptions, the Whistler area is strong and specialty sectors like heli-
kiing are also optimistic.

nterestingly COTA has an extensive wish list for boosting the industry throughout BC:

 More funding for tourism marketing
 More flexible labour regulations
 Improved transportation networks in the province
 Less red tape
 Lower taxes.

he list is not that dissimilar from what might make the forest sector once again globally
ompetitive and note it does not mention that an increase in visual resource management is
equired or that visual resource management is even a consideration. Neither does it indicate that
ore constraining retention levels are required.
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All kidding aside, a healthy forest sector combined with a healthy tourism sector would
definitely go a long ways in providing a much-needed boost to our economy. This fact has not
been lost on either sector as the Council of Tourism Associations and Council of Forest
Industries penned an MOU to work towards the attainment of each others objectives, recognizing
there is a lot of commonality in the two sectors.

But the biggest revelation to me was in big black bold text in a sub article that “Mountains and
water are not enough”.  David Baxter, executive director of the Urban Futures Institute noted
that:
� BC can no longer rely on its sheer natural beauty to attract more and more visitors every

year.
� Tourism is about selling stories and experiences and giving people something to talk about

when they go back home.
� Images of Super Natural BC are trees, rocks and water. These are nice images but you can’t

tell a lot of stories about them.
� You have to be able to talk about our restaurants and art galleries and other experiences.

It might surprise you that in the same article it was noted
that the greatest boost to the tourism industry would be a
resurgence in the BC economy since anywhere from 40 to
60 percent of hotel room occupancy is driven by BC
residents travelling through the province. Many of the
remainder are doubtless avid wilderness consumers like
these folks.

He went on to say that tourism competes in
a global market and people who think about
coming here can also look at Paris, or
London or Sydney. Sound familiar.

Now I have to stop and ask are we not in
part doing visual resource management for
the benefit of tourism, or are we just going
through the motions to hide logging?

As an example - because we have a
remarkable and extensive coastline, much of
it forested, we are constraining vast areas for
visuals, because of perceived values
associated with the Inside Passage cruise
ship industry.
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I do not know if many of you are aware, but as a form of entertainment, the cruise-ship industry
organizes speakers on topics of interest during the cruise.  Each speaker gets a free ride (at least a
drastic discount) for two to three talks per cruise. When I found out about this from a friend, I
contacted one of the firms that arranges speakers, “Posh Talks” out of Palm Springs, to see if I
could swing a discounted cruise and talk about the BC coast and the coast industry, because I
worked most of that Coastline area back in the 70’s.

The response floored me, and it should get some landscape planners to rethink visual
management and why we do it to the scale that we do.

The lady I talked to, quite matter of factly, told me they were not interested. They were not
interested to have their cruise passengers hear about BC. Now if I could build my talks around
fauna and biota of Alaska, I was a shoo-in, because as the lady said, they are in the business of
marketing Alaska, not BC.

Now if they are not interested in facts about BC, why would they be out-of-sorts in what the BC
coast looks like from the deck of a cruise ship, as it winds its way through the inside passage, a
large amount of the time, I might add, in the dark!?

Just one more example as to why we should give our heads a shake. Just recently the CFLA was
notified of public meetings commencing for the sea-to-sky land and resource management plan.
The primary goal of the sea-to-sky LRMP is to balance and integrate the use of land outside of
parks and protected areas - for those of you not aware 22 per cent of the Squamish forest district
is already protected.
No doubt a big focus of some of the stakeholders to be
included in the process will be to protect the rich and famous
from being visually assaulted by cut blocks as they speed up
and down from Vancouver to Whistler. What’s lost in this
picture is that these same people are spending hundreds of
dollars a day to ski down long clear cuts that are not allowed
to grow back as new forests.  A good example of perception
and value differences. A lot of these people tend to have close
encounters of their own whether it’s on the ski slopes or
highways.

As with anything visual, the beauty or lack thereof is in the
eye of the beholder. Some landscapes are appealing to the eye
while others are not. It greatly depends on whose eyes are
doing the viewing.

Patrick Moore has said visual perceptions of what is beautiful
– and right – about a  landscape are not innate but are learned
form regular exposure to ideas and images that are portrayed
in a certain light. The conviction that it is wrong to cut forests
at all is easily linked to the perception of visual offensiveness.
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In the case of forest management it all comes down to attitudes. Specific attitudes and opinions
about forest management are developed from emotionally charged beliefs about what is
desirable, right and appropriate. For instance you may have heard the phrase “It’s not that I’m
against logging, I just don’t want to see it.” Why would someone respond like this? 

I believe it’s because the public in BC and in our international markets have been saturated with
carefully selected images. Most notably pictures of large clear cuts from a previous era, and
pictures of the “last” pristine forest valleys, and endless emotive rhetoric that harshly condemned
BC’s forest policies and the behaviour of specific forest companies.

In general we humans have reflective thought and can always reason our way out of a problem.
Or maybe not. In the case of access to our coastal forests, rationale human thought has been lost
to the lobby of the entrenched. Government and industry alike have done a dismal job of
messaging, and truly a disservice to our proud forest heritage.

We have been like lemmings, led over the cliff on this one, in the guise of needed change. We
have with our policies and rules adopted an approach that has bought into the argument that
changes to the landscape through logging are ugly, and will remain so in time. That is, what we
do in the working forest through forest management, even though we are world leaders in forest
stewardship and in setting aside vast areas for generations to come, must be hidden from the
public. In this case, using visual landscape techniques, the objective appears to be to hide or
buffer the work ongoing in the working forest.

We should not lose site of the fact that forests and forested landscapes are not static, they do
change, and change can be dramatic, and what looks good today, can overnight become ugly,
and in several years be looking pretty good again. 

UBC’s Hamish Kimmins notes that much of the public opposition to logging and clearcutting in
particular has arisen because of the distasteful appearance of clearcuts in the immediate post
harvest state. He notes that unfortunately these concerns have become confused with the more
persistent and ultimately more important issue of environmental degradation. Further he says
people care very much about how forested environments look, regardless of the environment’s
ecological condition.

Kimmins notes that because humans are a very highly visual species – we make profound
judgements about the condition and desirability of our environment on the basis of visual
impressions. “The larger, the more dramatic and the less aesthetic the change in the environment,
the more people tend to assume that the environment has been damaged.

He concludes that “beautiful” [forest] stands and landscapes are not necessarily sustainable.
Sustainable stands and landscapes are not always “beautiful” all the time.

He continues “perhaps the classic case of the aesthetic “beast” turning into beauty is a clear
cut…{[ which ] can, and frquently does, result in beautiful second growth forests..
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In contrast, partial harvesting without adequate disturbance
can, in some forest types, promote a forest that is
maladapted to the climate, has a high incidence of parasites
and diseases, and has reduced levels of biodiversity.
Trying to find that balance will be difficult, but our
industry is working on it.
In the end, we should be seriously considering what message we
are giving the public, domestic and international, by hiding our
activities on the working forest.

I can’t recall where I read it, but there was a statement made
that public opposition to clear cutting and logging is
symptomatic of public alienation from forestry.

If this is true and if efforts to influence public policy are based
on perception and persuasion not science or facts, are our visual
management rules not further alienating our publics?.
26

n this province public policy is usually determined by those that show up to persuade, and by
olicy makers asking the “right” questions. I’m sure the slide must remind those of you involved
ith the large crowds that come out for FDP reviews.

eedless to say the response of public policy decisions on the coast has been to significantly
ncrease the area protected from logging and to practice visual management on many areas that
urther constrains timber supply. In the case of visual resources management we have tended to
se a rules based approach designed to retain default stand volume rather than to retain certain
andscape elements in order to make it appear that the landscape has been unaltered. By so doing
e have residualized commercial timber production.

n alternative approach would be turn visual resource management on its ear in the working
orest where if I am not mistaken, intensive timber management was originally meant to be a key
bjective. Such a system may actually provide for non-timber values more effectively while
oftening the blow of AAC reductions in the short term and increasing sustainable timber

 would suggest that when it comes to visual resource
anagement it’s all about perception and very subjective values

ather than shade tolerance needs, economics of logging or even
nvironmental protection. Interestingly I am not aware of any
ecent or ongoing studies done in BC on landscape preferences,
nd if there are any, in what context survey questions would have
een asked.



harvests above current levels in the longer term. To conclude I come back to the theme of the
conference -  “looking beyond the trees”. 

I would suggest this should be broadened to “looking at the trees and beyond”. In other words,
any visual management plan should capture the full range of age classes to compliment the
preservation of visual values in the protected areas.

The Europeans, in fact, do just that.  I am amazed at the pride people have in showing off their
forests. In Germany for instance they have what is called a “volks-march” where every weekend
you can hike through the forest on a 5 or 10 kilometer route and have a beer and bratwurst at the
end. These hikes are through working forests comprised of many age classes, and, believe it or
not, clearcuts.
Here in BC, however, as I have stated earlier, we go out of our
way to hide our industrial use of resources as if we are
carrying out untoward practices. We should be showing off
what we do well, and de-mystify many of the allegations we
tend to be tainted with. We should, in this province where we
are blessed with such a wonderful renewable resource, be
proud to show off the truly working forest.  It is time to start
thinking outside of the box – because the box we are in is a
coffin.

A new philosophy is needed.  One that recognizes the value of
our working forests and pays attention to the value of scenic
areas. One that is driven in a more “visible”, systematic and
objective manner, rather than a cookie cutter approach. We
need to rethink how we deal with visual objectives in balance
with our economic and social objectives. We need to rethink
why we use visual management to hide the activities of one
our key economic drivers, when we could be using visual
management techniques to create an opportunity to rebuild a
wood culture in this province. The one we have is obviously
not linked to the forests, nor is it environmentally friendly.

Government and industry are in our markets to reaffirm to our
customers that we are carrying out world leading forest
practices, but at home we focus or hiding all our activities, so
that our customers can sell the product in a visually pleasing
environment such as ….
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Home Depot locations and the like, each take up 6 hectares - that’s the size of twelve football
fields - of once what was forest or farmland. They 
tend to remain as paved parking lots housing one of the most environmentally 
unfriendly beasts – cars.
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So in closing I challenge you to rethink how we manage visual resources in the working forest. 

Ask yourself just what values are we showing or, what values are we not showing. 

I just want to leave you with these three questions: 

� What is wrong with this picture from a tourism perspective?
� What is wrong with this picture from an environmental perspective?
� What is wrong with this picture from a loggers perspective?

Simple answer for all three – nothing, this is BC at its best.

The picture shows a hiker enjoying a thunderous waterfall, flanked by a natural landslide.

It comes down to a mater of attitude or perception and built in values. 

A line in one of Bob Dylan’s songs goes something like - “When you ain’t got nothing, you’ve
got nothing to lose”.

Let’s not lose the remaining working forest that we have.  I challenge you to “look at the trees,
and beyond”.

As I mentioned earlier we tend to forget that cut blocks,
clearcut, or otherwise tend to grow back without too
much difficulty and can be very visually pleasing.
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